
Continuation of Learning Outline 

YEAR 3 

Work set for Tuesday 21.4.20 

Link to view today’s Y3 video: https://photos.app.goo.gl/BmcmLYhC3yW9b2S8A  

Link to view general videos including assemblies, announcements and celebrations: 
https://photos.app.goo.gl/LstTxkdnDfXuQG47A  

Reading 

Non-fiction books are amazing and give us a lot of new information. Look at a page in one of your 
non-fiction books. How has the author made it so informative? What features have they used? Make 
a list in your books and explain what each feature does? 

This should only take you 20 minutes to complete. 

Writing/English 

Life Cycle of a Plant 

Today we are going to write our second paragraph explaining pollination. Follow these steps slowly 
and carefully (or attentively) to become a wonderful writer.  

1. Read your research all about pollination to remind yourself of your key facts.  
 

2. Then look at your burger/paragraph poster, do you remember how a paragraph starts? 
 

3. Begin your paragraph with a clear subheading (double check it is underlined). Remember to 
use your neat handwriting. 
 

4. Write your clear and structured paragraph full of lots of juicy facts. Remember to include an 
opening sentence and a closing sentence. It should be no more than 2/3 of a page. 

All great writers must reread their work and check it makes sense. Try reading it aloud to your 
teddy? Can they spot any mistakes? 

Challenge: Can you find three examples of using the present tense? Put a 2 in the margin next to any 
present tense verbs you have used to match your checklist. 

Maths 

CGP Book Pages: Pg 32 and 33 Adding and subtracting fractions with the same denominator.  

Please watch the video below to remind yourself how to add and subtract fractions with the same 
denominator.  Please only watch it to 3.38 as it then teaches you a layout that we do not use. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aMJZXKRhEzE 

Online:  Sumdog – Fraction Challenge.  

If you have any questions, please email year3@kingslea.org.uk and teachers will be checking this 
address to respond in the morning.  
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